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About This Game

Backstory

Marine is young - too young to endeavor great things.
But Marine is a fighter and she refuses to accept fate.

Because her fate is to be a peasant and probably die young - a disease, or a predator, whatever, you always die of something in
the murky lands of Myst.

So when her father is critically injured, Marine decides to fight back and take over the crusade he can no longer pursue.
Which crusade? To challenge the feared Lords of Mystrock, the rich megalopolis of Myst, and defeat them in a traditional

showdown that decides the rulers of the world.
Everybody keeps telling Marine it's impossible and she'll end up swatted like a fly.

But what do YOU think?
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Details

Millennium is the first episode of Aldorlea's flagship series (the makers behind The Book of Legends, Moonchild, Dreamscape,
3 Stars of Destiny, Asguaard, Undefeated etc.).

Featuring an immersive story, this game is a fantastic introduction to a series greenlighted by the Steam community that spans
over 5 episodes and features more than 20 characters in total.

Key Features

50+ achievements to unlock - can you get them all?

4 levels of difficulty - choose your difficulty and enjoy replaying the game at its most challenging

Choose visible or invisible monsters - cater to the encounter style you prefer

Optional guiding arrows - enjoy the game without the worry of having to look up a walkthrough or guide

Dozens of secret rooms - for those who like to explore and discover every secret

40 quests - easy request from a villager or very tricky riddle to solve, help people as you progress in your adventure

Battle superb monsters including 8 Animal Kings - they are the most dangerous and feared creatures out there, so beware

Get help from Jeanne - your magically-gifted fairy friend that you can summon when you really need that little
something extra

Gorgeous retro graphics and musics - Millennium features high production values in its genre, all for your enjoyment

RPG Fan's Indie RPG of the Year 2009
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Best-Selling Games by Aldorlea

http://store.steampowered.com/app/277470
http://store.steampowered.com/app/332380
http://store.steampowered.com/app/332390

Aldorlea Useful Links

Official Website (contains 100+ games including all 15+ Aldorlea Games released to date)

Aldorlea Community (join it to receive help and info about the games)

Aldorlea Facebook Page (become a member to get up-to-date news about us)

Millennium Help Forum (tons of info to be found there for the aspiring adventurer)
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The game mechanics is not that bad. And the story is quite awesome actually. Really recommend this game if u guys wanna try
and play BAtman Game series. try this one first.. I enjoyed this one more than any other HO game so far. There are different
types of puzzles and HO scenes, so it doesn't get too repetitive, which is so often the case (and then I start using hints and
skipping puzzles). This is also the first HO game in which I did not use any hints in the HO scenes and didn't skip any puzzles.
The difficulty level was just right, so those didn't get frustrating. The story is interesting enough and I liked the graphics,
especially the different creatures in the Moorland park. Finding the collectables wasn't too hard, although I managed to miss a
few of the cards. I'm looking forward to the second part, which I will buy when it becomes available.. OMG It helps me i play
heroes and generals on low fps and now 0_0 its have big fps oh i forget look at fps xD
. Awesome!!! 4/5. Want to know what I think of this game

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gX5hocVy-_c

I await the reponse for people saying im wrong for liking this game. Well done for a proceedural dungeon crawler. It has some
of the elements of Wizardry in it but the rest of the game is rouge-like. My only gripe is that you can't create your own party.
But still a good game nonetheless.. If you’re looking for a JRPG made with love and care, then look no further. Every pixel
beautifully handcrafted and top notch quality implementation to tell a great story.. I was on the fence for positive\/negative on
this one... I'm going thumbs down. <aside>Why don't we get a scale 1-5 or something, Steam? C'mon!<\/aside>

It's like the creator wanted to make Binding of Isaac, but that was already done:
* Play in a series of increasingly deep basement rooms and floors? Check.
* Lots of random power-ups that can have synergistic effects? Check.
* Big Boss to fight at the end of the floor? Check.
* Body fluids as weapons? Check.
* Treasure chests, coins, and bombs? Check.
* Shops with undead shopkeepers? Check.
* Sad and creepy back story and enviroment? Check.

To be fair, the creator has said s\/he was inspired by TBOI, but I just don't find this game as fun. Some things I don't like:
* Your main weapon is <i>spit<\/i>. Yes, you happily spit at your enemies, not the sad tears of TBOI. To me this is just weird.
* Your shot range is about 1\/4 the screen width, but enemy shots fly across the entire room. This cannot be improved (at least
that I've seen so far except by one or two powerups). You can get hit by an enemy that died eight seconds ago.
* Edit 2\/26 addition: A consequence of the previous point: if the shot doesn't move very quickly (happens with some enemy
types) or at all, the shot will stay on the screen for a VERY long time. Beyond all reason. Waiting for you to touch it.
* TBOI is played as a top-down view of rooms. TMOLE is played as a side view of rooms with platforms. Jump, jump, jump. I
don't find this fun, maybe you will.
* F*cking spikes everywhere. You can prevent damage if you jump up from them quickly.... once. After that they are extended,
good luck getting past them. Half the treasures are spike puzzles, or you just can't get them unless you want to die for them.
* To compensate for all the spikes, there is a ghost character (Elizabeth) that can fly and shoot through (some) barriers and is
not affected by spikes. This character has some limitations such as increased damage received, but I can't seem to enjoy playing
with any other character.
* Edit add 2\/26: Elizabeth can shoot "ghost" spit through most barriers, unlike the non-dead chars. She can also fly. This
compensates for the platform craziness required of other chars, but some of the items you pick up nullify her advantages. E.g.,
bouncy spit prevents her normal ability to spit through barriers the enemies can't. Many other items are useless (e.g, she can
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already fly so catching that item doesn't help.) Hope you have that item catalog handy!
* Most rooms are too dim to easily see the walls. You can get stuck because you can't see the dim wall stopping you while you
are trying to get away from enemies. Did you die unexpectedly? Oh, that slightly less black wall in the already noisy background
was there.
* Items are just random and weird and often not helpful. If you don't remember what the item does, too bad (e.g., the one that
drops your fire rate really low). There is a catalog, but finding the item in the list before you touch it is not easy. Once you pick
it up it becomes part of a separate list (but too late if it's bad).
* Edit add 2\/26: The game seems to confuse "hard" with "impossible". A hard game would require more skill to succeed in, but
some rooms are just absolutely impossible. Bullet hell with bullets all moving at different speeds, and your char speed is way too
fast to reasonably maneuver in the tiny intervals between them. Or enemies with insane advantages (I'm looking at you, brown
liquid sisters.)
* The occasional, infuriating, unexpected crash to desktop. I was having a good game, too!!
* The painful rare but not-impossible punishment of having your luck dropped to zero. Majorly reduced chance of bombs,
coins, and hearts.

There is some interesting creativity to differentiate it:
* Arena rooms give a reward after surviving a fight.
* Edit add 2\/26: Arena mode is a way to learn about many items that otherwise you only occasionally encounter.
* Sacrifice rooms give a reward for giving up health, bombs, and coins.
* Special and secret levels: beehive, dark tunnel, space, others.
* Creative enemy types, even if most have analogues in TBOI.
* Unique and consistent, distinct art style
* Good music

Buy it if TBOI is not enough for you. But get that one first.. I have played bullet-hells. I have played dungeon crawlers. But
when you put them together...YES! So much yes. I'm not very good at these kinds of games, but good lord they are fun. I'm still
learning this game, but at this point: I can easily recommend this game!

Pros:
-Guns. Lots of them!
-Characters. Quite a few that are unlockable during your playthrough. I found out you can permanently unlock a new mutation if
you beat the game, so good luck!
-Playstyles. Each "mutation" (A.k.a Character) has a unique skill and weapon that can really change the way you play. This
keeps the game from feeling stale and adds variety to the game.

Con:
-No multiplayer. Devs have confirmed this is a work-in-progress however, so expect this "con" to go away in the future!
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A cute little ghost story for young girls.

  Given that I'm over forty and the oppressive owner of male genitals, I'm probably not the target audience for this game...but it's
decent enough entertainment just the same, with a couple of nice ideas and nifty puzzles in its just-about-right running time of
give-or-take a couple of hours. And it's free, of course, so no complaints there.

  Still have no idea how I managed to successfully complete that "fashion" puzzle, though...

Verdict: 7.5/10.

(PS I never knew that vampires hoard so much candy! I shall make a point of being more polite to them in future...). This is so
intense, and fast paced.

it's the Prequel to " Into the Breach"\u2122
- which is the clean up of humanity, after this game.

2 seperate companies indirectly collaborating.

Super graphics, if you know what art is.. Bad connection. Hot Busty Rocker Babes Enough Said!!!!!!. Upside:
Pr\u00e4sentation is good it develops a mood quickly and the engine works solid.
Movement is good, i never got stuck. Some of the enemies have interesting behaviour.

Downside:
Bad balancing makes into bad gameplay. Another single developer is his own best gametester.
Levels are crowdet with bullet-spongy enmies but the weapons are underpowered.
Still the game intends you to go in the middle of the action with only limit range weapons
and temporary kill - damage bonus. That would be neat, if the weapons could deliver a punch.
Each ammo pickup refills 100% ??? So you are forced to avoid them or waste alot.

It does not help that you are expected to do a 100% cleanup job to leave the level.
Theres a lot of potntial so i hope there will go some more balancing into it.. Overall a great game to pass some time, definitely
worth to pick it up when in sales
All 6 games are a bit different, in art work or difficulty and story, which makes it even more fun.
Overall great bundle
8/10. One of the most polished VR games I have played. Extremely surreal experience. Would not only recommend this game to
Star Trek fans but Sci Fi fans and tactical gamers alike. Controls are very easy to pick up and best of all, for those who have
limited space to play VR this is one you will enjoy. Well worth the $59.99 price tag.
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